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night ends right

BY TREVORHORN

Freshman
Orlando
Scandrick
scored eight points on two blocked

Sports £dltor
Sure there was humidity
in
Georgia and the rain came down at
Oregon State, but both were present in Honolulu-the
only difference was that Boise State came out
victorious against Hawaii 44-41
Saturday night.
A wacky night where the
Broncos scored five different
ways, Boise State stopped a
three-game losing streak
and extended
the
conference winning streak to
27 games.

. •

kicks, Quinton Jones returned
a
punt 92 yards for a touchdown and
Marty Tadman returned an interception for a touchdown.
Jared Zabransky forgot about a 5-
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HAWAll· Dan Kelly 30
lIeldgoal,7:00
HAWAll·

HAWAJ'J

for-16 first half, as he completed 13of-17 passing in the second half and
threw for three touchdowns as the

4th quartn
BSU - Legedu Naanee
6 pass from Zabransky
(A, Montgomery kick),
13:55

2nd quart"
DSU - Marty Tadman
40lntercep'ionre,urn
(A. Montgomery

espite losing the BCS talk with
two losses to start the season, the
Broncos have won two straight, and
are now home for four of the next

2-2,1-0 WAC

6:01
HAWAll· Dan Kelly 37
lIeld goal. 03:43

UH

1-3, 1-1 WAC
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BSU· Orlando
. Scandrlck 69 blocked
FG return CA.
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11:23 11:01 HAWAII
. Ryan Grice-Mullen
73pass from Brennan
(Kelly kick),

kick),
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Bess 29 pass

BSU - Naanee 6 pass
from Zabransky
CA,
Montgomery kick),
07:14

kick), 1:30
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BSU . Jerard Rabb

coach
Dan
Hawkins
said.
"You'd like to be 4-0, but we won
the first conference game. I give

BSU
UH

our guys credit:'
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BSU food service

HAWAll· Nate Uaoa 37
run (Jordan Slye pa ..
rromBrennan),3:15

Oavone

Bess 9 pa ss from Colt
Brennan (Dan Kelly
kick) 1:22

Broncos erased a 20-7 halftime deflcit in a driving rainstorm to beat the
Warriors on the road.

"We're 2-2 and played three
games on the road," BSU head

Daryn Colledge celebrates the Broncos' 44-41 win over Hawait.
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HAWAII· GriceMullen 19 pass from
Brennan (Kelly kick
blocked),03:03
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contract up for bid
BY MICAH MCLAUGHLIN

value of$3.75 million. The new contract is valued at $4.5 million, up'
$750,000 dollars from 10 years ago.
Ararnark's contract
for Boise
The contract itself also stipulates
State campus food service manageexclusivity offood service provided
ment expires this 'year and a new
on campus, including both the Taco
contract Is drawing bids from sevBell Arena and' Bronco Stadium; .
eral of Ararnark's top competitors.
which are valuable venues to any
For several years Aramark Corp.
food service provider.
has been in charge of the food serBeyond the monetary gain, there
.vices at BSU. Their. relationship
isalso ability for companies to help
with certain franchises has detergutde the next few years of developmined the selection of food availment at Boise State.
able across campus ..
Over. the course of the next five
Now, with the food service con-year contract period, the organitract up for bid, that may change.
zation that is awarded the contract
Leah Barrett, director of the BSU
will have the ability to determine
Student Union, said she used this as
what franchises and services will
an indicator of BSU's level of satisoperate on campus. This will have
faction with Ararnark's service.
an impact on the direction of the
She said while there have been
campus community.
times when Aramark
has gone
"Boise
State
is
a
unique
above and beyond expectations and
institution. It is a metropolitan unithere have been times when they
versity of 18 thousand students that
Changes in VaIIeyRlde's bus routes
have not met expectations, BSU has
are less than 40 years old ... so it is
creating itself right now; Barrett
generally had a high level of satisfaction in dealing with Aramark.
said. "It's an exciting time for Boise
However, this will not be reflectState to go through this process. It's
ed in awarding the new contract as
allowed us to evaluate what's working and what's not ... and what we
the previous contract is now dated
want to see in this contract for the
and requirements
have changed
BY GINNY EGGLESTON
substantially, according to Barrett.
next five years. [WeI have been
NewsWriter
working very hard on this projCompanies
will submit
bids
ect and we continue to learn evbased on the stipulations
of the
he ValleyRlde bus system
ery day. It's a great opportunity for
new contract without regard to priis implementing
weekday
or service.
Boise State to evaluate where it's
route changes that could
been and where it's going."
BSU has already heard from the
affect how some Boise
Aramark is the leading provider
top three corporations
as listed in
State students get to and from
of food service management
in the
Food Management's
September
campus. ValleyRide, which curnation today with a total sales vol2005 edition. These three include
rently provides bus and. shuttle
ume of more than $6.88 billion and
Compass
Group,
Sodexho
and
service to BSU students, wlll make
6,545 separate contracts
for the
Aramark.
the changes begining Oct.3.
2004 fiscal year.
"We do expect all three of those
Valley Regional Transit Services
That is over ~400 million dolorganizations
to bid on this con(VRT), the organlzatton that overlars in sales more than their largtract; Barrett said. "However, there
sees the ValleyRide bus system,
est competitor,
Compass
Group
are 47 others that may have interest
said the changes are not a reducAmericas Division.
as well:
tion In service, but a "restrucAramark's previous contract was
The specific stipulations
of the
ture" of existing routes. For some
originally signed for five years with
new contract are unavailable until
'people this restructure will cause
the opportunity for five one-year
mid-October.
hardship.
extensions. Aramark has received
However, this contract is fiscally
Alicia. Eshbach,
BSU parking
all five.
important to corporations.
and transportation
services repreThe previous contract had a gross F
NewsWriter
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may mean a longer walk to bus stops for some students, but ultimately may be safer.

Route changes may. cause headaches
T

sentative, said the route changes
wlll cause her to walk four blocks
to get to the nearest stop when she
used to have a stop in front of her
house. Eshbach said VRTshould
be looking for ways to get people
on the bus, not off the bus.
"The changes do not encourage
more bus use," Eshbach said. She
said the changes in the routes onlyheightened
her frustration
with
the increase In bus fairs by the
VRT last year.
"I'm basically
paying
more
[money) for less service; Eshbach
said. Along with the raise in fairs,
VRT changed their transfer ticket
program. Under the current system, transfers tickets only work
one way. For example, if a rider
gets off the bus at work and then
rides the bus to get home, they

have to buy two tickets.
According
to the ValleyRide
Web site, VRT wlll also be switching from a flag-down service to a
fixed bus stop system sometime
this spring. Eshbach - said that
these changes could cause hardships for people who are physically unable to walk the distance
to the nearest bus stop.
The changes may not be all bad,
however, With the route restructure, two additional routes have
been added to the Nampa service.
According to VRT,the changes
are meant to increase ridership.
Mark Carnopis, VRT community relations
manager,
admits
thai the restructure
of the routes
does equal a reduction
in the
geographic area the bus system
used to cover in Boise. Camopls

said that VRT removed some of:
the loops that had minimal ridership in favor for shorter, more di- reet loops. Carnopis said creating:
faster more direct loops can increase ridership 10 to 15 percent, .
VRT said thatthe fixed stops will .
increase the safety and comfort of.
their riders and also increase the .
visibility of the system.
"By this spring, there will be 688 .'
stops to replace the flag-down system; Carnopis said. "It's like having 688 mini billboards." Camopis
said by spring, riders will have
gotten used to the new routes and
will be able to time their bus trips
more efficiently. He said that any
change to the bus routing system
creates hardship for some riders,
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BY RYANMQR;T~NSEN'
NewsWrlter
,')
After two weeks'
debate; the
Associated Students of Boise State
University (ASBSU) Senate passed
a resolution that would designate
-, a week inOctober
.as .BQ.I,seState
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Thursday's
senate meeting;
The
The Senate meeting opened to
resolution passed 11 votes to 3.
gallery comments and guests were
According', to the. resolution,
asked to keep their remarks to three
ASasusuPP?!ts
BGLADwith Itslnl-mlnutes
by. ASBSU Vice PresIdent
tlative to designate th'e week of Oct.
KamronAhmed.
..
11 as Boise Statl; GLBT Recognition
·There haVe been a lot ofaceusao
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tribute ofthe indiVidual.·'
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aboutthefact
thatminorltles
HoWard alS(}said members of the
haveequlll fo()ting on this camp~
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. -It Is Important to the community that we be an organization with
Integrity on all levels," said Ryan .
. ·We will also have parttimepesttlons that are great for parents and
Four Boise State University stustudents."
.
dents won $400 In the BSU Campus
You'd think Tara Reid would be
St. Vincent de Paullsa drop-site
College Bowl Tournament Sept. 24.
lying low after photographs surfor clothing for the hurricane relief
The victorious "Bralny Bunch"
faced of her being helped out of a effort. At this time, all donations
team members Included Matt Myer,
New York club with her skirt riding
are used to help displaced faml1les
Kerst! Harter, Eamonn Harter and
up.
who are relocating to Idaho from
Eric Kennedy.
Not a chance.
,
the Gulf Coast.
The second place team recelved ,
The New York Post reports that
Volunteers are needed to sort
$200 and those who came In third:
the 29-year-old actress and noclothing and help with' the effort.
won$100._
torious party girl, whose life was
"These relocating families finally
College Bowl is a questlon-and-cchronicled In the recently canceled
have the opportunity to choose
answer game of general knowledgeE! show "Iaradtse," went Into meltwhat they want to wear; choose
known as the College Bowl.
:.:
down during an interview with
what lamp they like; choose what
The two teams, comprised offour :
Steppln' Out magazine.
will or won't work for them In their
players each, answered questions:
Reid railed against her reputation
new home. We offer hundreds of
on topics Including history, litera~': ~
as a party babe, saying, "Listen, If I dollars In furnishings clothing and
ture, science, religion, geography,;:
could get good movies, you would
other goods to familles,' describes
arts, popular culture and other:
never see me going out. But when
Ryan. "Even after the disaster fades,
topics. College Bowl Is played na-:
there's nothing to .do, what am I there will be Idahoans in need - the
tlonally at hundreds of campuses. ::'
supposed to do, just sit In my house
new store location helps the comThe All-Star team that will rep-:
and go crazy?"
munity meet that need."
resent BSU at the regional tourna-; .
Said Reid, "I need one more great
To volunteer or apply for employment In February Is comprised of:
movie role so they say, 'Wow, she
Trevor Farlow, Kerstl Harter, Iustin-:
ment, call 853-4921.
can act! She's a great actress."
Shank, Chris Paul and Simon .:
Reid blames the media: "How
Billinge. They were selected based I
many more years are (they) going to
on being the top five scorers of the :
pick on me?" she said.
tournament.
_::
Last year, BSU placed sixth ouit
of 12 teams at the regional tourna-I.
ment in Missoula, Mont.
,:
Boise State University and the
Boise Art Museum (BAM) are partnering to give free admission to students who are currently enrolled at
the university. The student admission charge at the museum is usually $3. Under this agreement, BSU
Voted 2005 Thrive Editors Choice
students will have free access to all
for "Best Place to Buy Stuff to of the museum's collections and
Decorate the Inside of Your House,"
exhibits.
A man in Panjin, China, was' ,.:
the Society of St. Vincent de Paul
"Boise State University is very
about to get into his sports car when: ::
opened its third thrift store in Boise
pleased to support this pilot prohe saw a note in the door handle.
::
during the last week of September
gram with BAM," said Mark
It was from a woman he did not-.
at 2110 S. Broadway Ave.
Wheeler, interim vice president for know.
Deemed "Upscale Resale," this
student affairs. "The partnership
She wrote her phone number,
new shop will have brand named
reinforces Boise State's desire to
description of herself and the dec-::,
clothing, furniture,
trendy deengage students In the community
laration that "I love you becauseZ
cor, and a wide variety of seabeyond our campus boundaries. It you have a BMW."
.sonal goods. "We have Halloween
is a unique opportunity to provide
Costumes out already - the selecenhanced educational and cultural
tion is great!" said Hope Ryan of opportunities for Boise State stuCommunity
Relations with the
dents."
Society ofSt. Vincent de Paul.
The free admission is effective
By opening this new store, the
immediately. Current exhibitions
Society of St. Vincent de Paul will
include "Contemporary Northwest
An extremely possessive man
be hiring up to ten people for retail
Art," "Recent Acquisitions: The Blur
nailed shut the doors and wtndows iand warehouse work.
Purlieu Portfolio," "Sweepings" and
of his Appleton, Wis., home to keep All full time jobs come with ben"Katy Stone: Fall."
his girlfriend from exiting the propefits. "We work very hard to make
BSU Is sponsoring a free lecture
erty.
sure our people never need our serby Stone at 6 p.rn, Oct. 13 at the
Officials say he was arrested soon
vices.
Idaho Historical Museum.
after.

;,,:

.

345-0990
1030 Broadway ncar BSU

343-0494
Mon. - Sat., 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
5200 E.Grand Forest Drive, Boise
*After hours info hotline at 343-1036*

Reid laments past

local/bsu .

Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information .
Interview Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance

•

6212 Fairview Ave. • Boise, ID 83704 • (208) 375-1666
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BAM to grant
free admission
to students

Thrift store expands
to meet needs of
hurricane victims

'what the?

The kinds of woman
every man wants

:=

a.:

Honey, I love when
you get all manly

Call: (2 8) 426-1747 -or-

\

College' Bowl
winners announced

national
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[from page t J

president] ."
Morris was allotted three .mlnutes to speak to the senate and gallery, but he continued to speak and
disregarded Ahmed's request for
him to be seated.
Senator Brandon Stoker encouraged the senate to look at the petition by students.
.
"No club can discriminate aneth-

ent club than most on campus and
acknowledged the club's reasons,
for supporting the diversity week.
"I don't think there are a lot of
other groups on campus, at least'
club-Wise, that think they are oppressed and have to ask for a special
week," Holladay said.
While the bill caused controversy,
ASBSU senator Christian Busnardo ,

footing."
BSU student Roger Miller said
he was in opposition to the bill being passed for GLBT students, but
encouraged a week recognizing all
students who have contributed to
Boise State.
Ro Parker, coordinator for the
BSU Cultural Center, asked the
guests at the meeting to lend support for the resolution.
"Please pass this resolution. It is
the right thing to do," Parker said.
BSU student and BGLAD member Pete Kutchins made reference
to the ASBSU constitution.
According to the resolution,
the ASBSU constitution
states:
"The ASBSU will not discriminate
- Ilavtd Morriss, former ASBSU president
against any individual on the basis
of age, race, color, gender, national
origin, ancestry, veteran status, political affiliation, or sexual orientation in matters of employment, serer club,' Stoker said. "We have been
said the educational process was,
vices, request for funds, educationasked to give a club one week of recvaluable.
,',
.
al programs, or other activities."
ognition. Our job here is not to dis"This
has
been
an
educational,
Former ASBSU President David
criminate, but give equal treatment
time not only for senators but also,
Morriss voiced his opposition to
to all clubs. We need to affirm difor
students. I'm happy student or- ,
the resolution OlJbehalf of BSU stuversity. We should support all stuganizations such as BGLAD can,
dents whom he said ASBSU has redents equally."
come to us for support," Busnardo
fused to listen to.
.,
Dang Du, one of three ASBSU said.
"If this bill passes, it will show
senators who sponsored the bill,
The
first
day
or
the
recognition
that those who support it have no
supported BGLAD in their goal to week will be on Oct. 10 when GLBT
respect or consideration for others.
educate the public.
members will march at the capital ...
Even after petitions and testimony
"This Is college. This is higher
According to the resolution, nation- ..
against the bill, some of you refuse
education. Weare here to educate
alGLBTlcaders created a national ..
to listen and insist on follOWing ourselves. BGLAD is going out to
day
to celebrate GLBT recognltlon ;
through with it," Morriss said.
educate,' said Du.
and chose Oct. 11, thereby como;
Morriss encouraged the Senate
Fourteen senators voted on the
memoratingtheOct.ll
March on
to think about the more than18,000
resolution at the conclusion of comWashington for Garand
Lesbian
students attending asu before castments by the gallery and fellow senRights.
"I'hls
has
nothing
to do
ing their votes on the resolution.
ate members.
..
with sexuality. This is not 'a per"Please don't prove us [students]
"I am glad the bill was passed and
sonal vIctory for myself orfor GLBT,
right that you are an Illegitimate
hope members of BGLAD can get
This isa victory {or every margingroup oncampusnlcknamed
the
their message out during the week,"
alized group. lf you recognize one
'Orange Party' and that you are
Stoker said. AsBSU president Joe
group, you recognize them all,'
puppets of Joe [Holl~day, AsBSU . Holladay saldBGLAD was a differHoward SaId.
-,.

,

Please don't prove us [students]
right that you are an illegitimate group
on campus nicknamed the 'Orange
Party' and that you are puppets of Joe
[Holladay, ASBSUpresident].
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Fashion's hits
and misses
Walking in heels, .
may be not such a
good idea
Sf MM~BEf<KER

'v,·

,r

Culture Columnist

Ii

I love shoes. Everyone
lence followed
the
same
that knows me or has even
. pattern."
seen me In more than one occasion
The story, if accurate and true, is
knows that I love shoes. I tend to disturbing, especially for someone
buy a newpair at least every month.
Ilke me who loves to wear heels.
Nothing completes an outfit better
Flensmark sketches the details:
than a great pair of shoes.
"The oldest depiction of a heeled
I especially adore heels. High shoe comes from Mesopotamia,
heels make legs seem like they go
and in this part of the world we also
on for miles and miles and on top of find the first institutions making
that, they make the vertically chalprovisions for mental disorders ...
lenged a little bit taller (not all of us In the beginning, schizophrenia
can be 5'9" like Cindy Crawford).
appears to be more common In the
It's like a miracle drug - heels have upper classes."
a sllmming and heightening effect
He cites evidence from other
- and you don't even have to starve
parts of the world, too - Turkey,
yourself or workout for hours and
Taiwan, the Balkans, Ireland, Italy,
hours.
Ghana, Greenland, the Caribbean
Yes, heels are great. Open-toed
and elsewhere. He then cites studor closed, they come in so many as- Ies from India and elsewhere, which
sortments and varieties.
. seem to confirm that "schizophreThe peep-toe heel is especially
nia first affects the upper classes."
cute, and they go great with evFrom these two areas of evidence
erything from jeans to a skirt. The
- the rise of heels and the Increase
wedge heel is a new hot item in the
in documented cases of schizo-fashion world. They are, without
phrenia -Flensmark
deduces a
a doubt, this season's must have
strong connection. He unassumitem. .Every designer .Is making
Ingiy Impl1es that
Is not the first
them, which Is fine because everyto do so. In the yeai1740, he wrItes,
one Is wearing them.
"the Danish-French
anatomist
But no heel can compare to the Jakob Winslow warned against the
classic stiletto. Let's face It - stilettos
wearing of heeled shoes, expecting
are sexy. Men and women tend to it to be the cause of certain infirmiagree, this type ofheel can make any ties which appear not to have any
outfitall-of-a-suddenlookfabulous.
relation to It,"
It's true ...I am like a Ilttle kid in
Flensmark assembles the mata candy store when I walk into
ter into a damning statement:
the shoe department at Macys or "After heeled shoes are Introduced
Dillards. I find myself buying high . Into a population, the first cases of
heels in all sorts of colors and maschizophrenia appear and then the
terials. My closet resembles that of increase in prevalence of schizoCarrie from "Sex, and the City." All phrenia follows the increase in use
my heels are in their boxes wlth a of heeled shoes.
little picture of the respective shoe
"I have," he writes, "not been able
on the outside so I can easily Iden- to find any contradictory data."
tlfywhich pair I want to wear for my
In case critics dismiss this as
night out on the town.
just another unimportant study,
While my love for shoes is a bit Flensmark medically explains how
crazy, I never though it could really
the one may cause the other:
cause me to go crazy.
"During walking, synchronized
I found something interesting
stimuli from mecharioreceptors
online the other day that suggests
in the lower extremities increase
I
just so. The following information
activity in cerebellothalamo-corI I
will probably make all heel lovers, tlco-cerebellar
loops through
like myself, to think twice before their action on NMDA-receptors.
J
stepping in a pair stilettos or wedg- Using heeled shoes leads to weaker
ited her father's insanity. Liberty and the "abstract house" in which
es or anything with a heel for that
stimulation of the loops. Reduced
Leids makes this difficult lead role . a mathematician chooses to live. matter. And though, I have thought
cortical activity changes dopamtlook effortless and moves between
twice about it, I am still skeptlca!.
The acting' performances, -the set
nergic function, which involves
the emotions associated with fail- construction, the music, and the
Is it true that shoes cause schizothe basal gangliathalamo-cortiure, love, depression, pride, frusphrenia? Iarl Flensmark, a scienlighting all come together to make
cal-nlgro-basal
ganglia loops."
tration and disappointment with
tist from Sweden, wants to know, All the complicated and fancymed"Proof" unequivocally believable
impressive ease and believability.
and in a recent paper in the journal
and moving.
ical terms aside, Flensmark's disIn the director's notes, White adMedical Hypotheses, he explains
covery sheds some new light on just
mits that she "knew little about the
why.
exactly what we should be putting
"Proof>
mathematical state of mind" when
"Heeled footwear," he writes,
on our feet.
she began. and found the idea that
"began to be used more than 1,000
And while I don't want be schizo"mathematical and spiritual mat.
When·····
..... years ago and led to the occurrence phrenic or wouldn't wish it that
ters are interrelated" surprising,
of the first cases of schizophrenia ,.. brain disease on anyone, I am not
Oct.5-8.af7:30·p,m/ and·
The performance on Frid~y night
Industrialization of shoe producsure if I can or want to give up my
af2:00p;m.··
reveals White's, as well asthe rest
tion increased schizophrenia prev- heels based on one man's word. I
of the cast's and crew's,journey;
alence. Mechanization of the proam not putting too much weighton
the performance was charged with
duction started in Massachusetts,
it and will still proclaim the high
emotion: and each artist under"~,U~J~r"!~g!JJ~t~dmisslon~,C"
spread from there to England and heel afashion hit.
stood the plight of the aging math- .
of,;; 7,) Germany, and then to the rest of
;,~,}
LU
ematician,
beauty and spirituwestern Europe ... A •.remarkable
":'f;''';
ality of seetng the world in number,
increase Inschizophrenia' preva-'
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CUlture Writer

When watching a play called
"Proof," it is necessary, paying
homage to the mathematical sense
of the title, to enter the room with
skepticism.
.,
I did just that as I filed into the
intimate settings of the Morrison
Center's Stage II on Friday night.
Nonetheless, the story and the acting won Illy approval as a brilliant
performance unraveled itself before my eyes, and I saw how clearly the cast and crew understood
the complications of, as Director
Cynthia White calls it, "the mathematical state of mind."
The entire play takes place in one
setting, a single room in a dilapidating house and the cast is composed
of only four characters. It is a play
about mathematicians, a difficult
subject in itself, as well as madness,
genius, and the fear of failure,
Most essential to the play is the
understanding of mathematicians,
whom are not easily understood.
Mathematicians are often stigmatized by the general public as nerdy,
bumbling but brilliant professors
that are too busy filling up chalkboards with seemingly irrelevant
symbols to even bother showering
or shaving. In "Proof," the character Hal (played by the brilliant actor Adam Harrell) is a "realistic"
version of the truly quintessential
mathematician; a hardworking former student who loves math, follows the footsteps of brilliant mentors, but struggles to even finish his
own doctoral thesis, which is selfdescribed as "trivial," He is past the
bifurcating age of 24; a mythical
moment past which mathematicians are considered about as use-

ful as a wrinkled and aged former
beauty queen.
Robert, played by guest performer Stitch Marker, is a once-genius
mathematician that is now insane,
and beautifully portrays the connection between spirituality and
mathematics, as well as genius
and madness. Marker is talented
at shifting his posture and vibrato
from strength and promise to frailty and aged, dwlndling hope.
The star of the play is Robert's
daughter, Catherine, who has Inherited her: father's mathematical
genius and has also inherited the
duty of caring for him in his later
years. Due to the pushing of her
posh New Yorksister; Claire (Maria
Sermonia), Catherlne must face the
possibility that she has also lnher!"
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Dj~ti1;,Eab!fo~;mUtiecDrnestolife intlteit
BY HADI.EY RUSH
Cu,tureWrlter

handso~~lypenned
and vocalized.
view. Urisettllng, yet~eautifuI.
,
Track four, "Different Names for the
The, remainqer of the songs, on
Same Things,· Is recorded bia way the album are sublime, bUlas most
' that Is so desperate, vacant, echo-y,
of Death Cab for Cutle's songs are,
the listener may Initially think It's to truly apprehend themessage of
' Jullian or even John Lennon singeach song (and yes there is one in
Ing.
each) one must sit down and actuThis song's story line is that of a ally read the lyrics.
lone traveler on a train with nothDeath Cab for. Cutle Is coming but an "outdated map crumposed of band members: BenjamIn
pled" In his pocket. Although the Gibbard, Nicholas Harmer, Jason
words on the map 'are in a language
McGerr, and Christopher Walla; all
the traveler doesn't understand,
words are written by Gibbard.
he's Indifferent, because he regards
In the jacket sleeve, the band also
them as "all different names for the
notes they recorded this album In a
same place."
barn at Longview Farms, In North
Anyone who has traveled In placBrookfield; MA, which could exes where English isn't the, primary
plain song 11,·Stable Song.·
language will empathize with Death
To dissect what Death Cab's InCab's account of language barriers.
terpretation of true love and the
In "Someday You'll be Loved,· the
afterlife is, one should buy "Plans"
listener may see a striking similarfor song five, alone ·1 will follow
ity to "She's Beautiful but She Don't
you Into the dark." Or If you want to
Mean a thing to Me,· on their preassess these lyrical prodigies with
ceding album "Iransaslantlclsm,"
your very own eyes (and ears)- you
which both depict a one-nightcan attend their concert at the Big
stand, from an apathetic lover's
Easy on Oct. 6.

' ,

A concoction ,of opposing yet
graceful chords that somewhat reo
semble dour funeral parlor music
rise to an apex ... then, In one swift
crescendo all tension Is released
as Death Cab for Cutie empirically displays their newfound lyrical
maturity In ."Marching Bands of
Manhattan,·
on their freshly released album "Plans,"
Any adoring fan that has followed
Death Cab since their debut album,
"Somethlng About Afrplanes" back
In 1998, Can Instantly detect a more
pronounced sense of lyrical advancement. It's apparent, In their
eighth album, "Plans," Death Cab
for Cutle has a definite sense of who
they are In this world.
The third song, "Summer Skin,·
which gives an account of an extlnguished summer fling that's punctuated by the lovers' sunburns peelIng away is, as many of Death Cab's
songs are, romantically morose, yet
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Stella, my three-pound, Sterling
Teacup poodle pranced around my
feet, as she watched me reach for her
louis Vuitton collar and hot-pink
leash. I promised her all week I'd
take her to See Spot Walk, an event
In downtown Boise sponsored by
the Idaho Humane Society, but
her excitement was heightened the
morning of the occasion.
She sensed a certain je ne sals
qual, which was epitomized when
my friend Amanda and her best
friend, Watson, (a portly, well-manneredpug) met up with us.
We arrived at Julia, Davis Park
around 10:30 a.m, on Saturday
morning, and were Instantly greeted by a plethora of wagging talls,
wet noses and eccentric masters
with plastic
"pooper-scooper"

~.

headed toward booths that ranged
When the actual walk was over,
from treat samples to "Patty Pet
back at Julia Davis Park, there was
Psychic" - who I stayed away from,
canine socializing, a chance to take
fearing Stella may send her adverse
a closer look at the booths, and even
ESP messages of dog-bone deprlvaa pen set up where the Humane
tlon.or the like.
Society had dogs seeking adoption.
As soon as what seemed like a
This See Spot Walk event was
1000 people and perhaps twice as the 13th annual put on by the Idaho
many dogs were In the vicinity, the . Humane society. The meager $20
See Spot Walk Volunteers began ·"entrance
fee, which Included"'a
herding dog and master toward
festive shirt for the master and a
Capital Blvd. (which was closed
matching bandanna for man's best
to traffic) where the walk comfriend, went to support the Human
menced.
Society's efforts.
Being careful not to step In anyAs Amanda and I walked back to
thing unfavorable the dogs may
the car, Watson and Stella lagged
have left behind, we looped up 9th behind us as tongues dangled from
street and back towards the BSU sideways lips, and exhausted eyelids
campus, while making pit-stops at drooped from the morning's event.
the dog/master water stations dotI scooped Stella into my arms, and
ting the streets - a paper Dixie cup
whispered Into a fluffy ear that we'd
for me, a bowl of cool refreshment
come again next year.
for Stella.
Perhaps I read too deeply into her
:
reaction, bull could have sworn her

gloves In
covering
tucked
pockets. han:s~an;d~ .. ~~~~'~i:::~~r~r!~.t~lr;ed~p:u~PPY
The four
of us
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BRONCO WELCOME CONGRADULATES:

ROBERT LAKE AND
JACLYN ELO
LUCKY WINNERS
OF APPLE IPOD
SHUFFLES"
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Death Cab for Culle w1ll perform at the Big EBsyThursday, Oct. 6 at 7:30p.m.

Culture Writer
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eyes lit up at
the mention.
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Dog Productions.
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The
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+ 4 p.m. Benefltfor
(Victims of Katrina).

.:1
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Oct. 10: Monday

J

. + Plllpino Awareness

+7

Oft" .'

Eyen '5

~•

+ 6:30-8::30 p.rn. unleasn Your Inner,Chef: SUB
+ 7:30 p.rn, Octubafest Rec!tal Series. Morrison
Center. FREE.
+ 7.:30·p.m. Mae. Big Easy,.

i

\

Oct. 25: Tuesday

+8

+ 7 p.m, Animal Liberation

Oct. 18: Tuesday

~,

Orchestra:

Big Easy.

:,'·<'·I~

+ Sheryl Crow. IdahoCenter:

Oct. 19: Wednesday ,

+ 7-9:30

p.m, OpenMlc

Night. Fllpslde Cafe.

Oct. 20: Thursday'
+ 7:30

p.rn.

.

+ 7 p.m. Baby Bash: More Than Ready Tour. Taco.
Bell Arena.
.'
+ 8 p.m. Floater. Big Easy.

Oct. 22: Saturday
Violinist

"

p.rn, The Decemberlsts.

'

~
"

..... .

.

Big EilSY.

.' .'.,

+ 6 p.m. "Rock the House" Charity Concert. The
, Egyptian.
.
+ 8 p.m. Anthrax. Big Eilsy.
Oct. 28: Friday
+ 8 p.rn, Kottonmouth

Kings. Big Eilsy.
+ 8 p.rn, Jamie Kennedy. Taco Bell Arena.

Oct. 29: Saturday

The Horror Pops. Big Easy.

Oct. 21: Friday

+ 8 p.m.
Center.

.

Oct. 27: Thursday

Oct. 17: Monday

Oct. 13: Thursday
+ 7 p.m, The-Bra Project. Jordan Ballroom.
+ 7:30 p.rn, Nazareth. Big Easy.
Oct. ~4: Friday

calendcar

Oct. 24: ,Monday,

+ Noon. Oktoberfest. Idaho Botanical Gardens.
+ 11 p.m. The Posies. Big Easy.
+ 9 p.m, The Planet. The Neurolux.
+ 7:30 p.rn, Stryper. Big E~sy ..
. + Big and Rich. Idaho Center.

+ 9 p.rn, The Cops. Neurolux.

+ 8 p ..m. Allen Ant Farm. Big Easy.

Oct. 15: Saturday

Oct. 16: Saturday

Oct. 12: Wednesday

)

~i

Month.

+ 7:30 p.m, (T/,W/Th), 8 p.rn, (F)
+ 2 p.m, / 8 p.m, (Sa), 5 p.m. (Su)
Mama Mlal Morrison Center.

I

J.

Big Easy.

Oct. 11-16:

1

~

:30p,m.ThaAlkaholiks.

Oct. 11: Tuesday

I

l

Displaced Musicians
Neurolux.

.:

Kristin Lee. Special Events

+8 p.m. Boise Phliiharmonlc:
Morrison Center.
+ 11:30 p.m. Marcus Eaton. MP3 Idaho
Stage/Bronco Stadium.

Oct. 30: Sunday
+ 7 p.m. Exodus, 3 Inches of Blood. The Core.
+ 7:30 p.m, BB King and the BB King Blues Band.
Bank of America Centre.

Oct. 31: Monday

- - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - Oct. 23: Sunday

+ 8 p.m. People Under the Stairs;

Big Easy.

+ 8 p.m. Dierks Bentley. Big Easy.
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Cry me a .conservative river
Myth of the
liberal media is
alive and well
BY DREW MAYES
Opinion

Editor

h my God, if one more
whiney conservative
complains to me about
how liberal' the media
Is I might just vomit. The idea that
the mass media is deliberately liberal is the greatest and most suecessful lie since the 2000 election
results in Florida.
There is absolutely no social scientific evidence to support such a

O
'.

claim. And please, don't e-mail me
with something you got back In the
day when you were 'Hanitlzed,' to
prove how liberal"the media is.
Any information you get from
conservative talk radio to further
your own argument is hardly objective and unbiased. In fact, it's about
as effective as a liberal pulling out
statistics they got from the latest
Michael Moore movie to prove their
point.
Let me take a page from the Bush
administration and do a little pre-"
emptive strike on the argument
most conservatives make for a liberal media: reporters typically vote
Democratic.
Now, that argument does seem
strong at first but here's the thing,
chief pay, no attention: !! reporter
has about as much sayan what they

are going to report on as the sandwich artist at Subway does regarding what the price of a six-inch turkey is. Sure, they both have a little
bit of pull but at the end of the day
they are working for huge corporations that determine all the significant company decisions.
Make no. mistake about it, the
media is every much a business
as Subway is. The media depends
on advertising dollars as much as
Subway depends on Jared for their
very survival. The media is/certainly not going to rock the boat oftheir
corporate buddies.
'For example, ABC television is
owned by the Disney Corp. Do you
think it's very likely that 6 On Your
Side is going to bring hidden cameras into Disneyland and run an expose on child sex offenders working
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When fuel gets scarce, sour
the skies and kill the caribou
BRANDON

STOKER

construction of new oil refi~er- ies, or more specifically, the collecies, and they're obstructing new tive refining capacity ofthe nation.
drilling prospects, particularly in Crude oil must undergo a process of
almost
had an aneurysm and Alaska.
refinement, which produces a numbroke down into convulsions
Recently,
Democratic
Sen. ber ofproducts ranging from jet fuel
the other day when I pumped
Charles Schumer intrepidly critito petroleum jelly.
'
$50.00of gas into my car. Onlookers
cized Bush for ignoring his yearUnfortunately, America has not
cast concerned stares as I audilong demand to release oil from built a new refinery since 1976 debly begged the pump for mercy: strategic reserves to combat rising
spite population growth and an in"Please, no ... stop!"
fuel prices.
creased demand for oil. The result
They're even charging for fumes!
Aside from giving bad advice, is an industry stretched thin, barely
I think the country shares-my sen- namely that America should have
managing to satisfy the county's
timent, and we want answers, or at depleted emergency oil supplies
growing need for energy.
least someone to blame for purposreserved for national crises - like
Hurricane Katrina complicated
es of voodoo effigy torture.
enormously destructive hurricanes
everything and exposed our vulAt least one responsible group
- Sen. Schumer ignores an impornerability by knocking out dozens
stands out: radical environmental- . tant point: crude oil is worthless.
of refineries along the Gulf Coast.
ists. They're driving up fuel prices
No matter how much oil is avail- . Now we're paying $3.05 and
in two ways: they're blocking the
able, we are at the mercy of refiner98/100 of one cent per gallon. By
Opinion

Writer

I

at the happiest place on earth?
If the media is so liberal, why is
an entire section of every major
newspaper in the country devoted
to business and, financial reports?
This doesn't make much sense
when less then one percent of the
country owns more than half of the
stocks and bonds.
Where is the labor section of
the paper since the majority of
Americans work as laborers and
not business owners? I'm guessing
pay raises and health insurance, or
the corporate name 'cost of labor,'
would not be looked at as a negative
thing in that section.
In his autobiography, the former president of NBC, Lawrence
Grossman, mentions that the
Chief Executive Officer of General
Electric, Jack Welch, once told him,

the way, why can't they just charge
$3.06?
Admittedly, oil refineries are not
the most beautiful landmarks, nor
do they produce the most attractive odor. Such nuisances can easIly be overcome by placing them
in strategically isolated areas like
Southern Arizona, Northern Maine,
and abandoned military bases
scattered throughout the country.
Nonetheless,
environmentalists
have successfully sabotaged every
attempt to build a new refinery in
the last 30 years.
The other problem stems from
oil shortages, or at least tight control of oil resources by foreign
countries working tocapitalize on
fuel-hungry A.llW,t:I~ap~.
Mo.re ,dp~
mestic sources would weaken foreign control of oil prices, and many
such sources exist, principally in
Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, or ANWR.
Whenever evil conservatives
suggest drilling in ANWR, environmentalists dress up like bears,
dump 900 pounds of Ben and Jerry's
ice cream in front ofthe Capitol, and
feed lies to the media. One such lie
suggests that the drilling area is located in the pristine heart of Alaska
- home of Bambi, Thumper, and
lilts of other furry friends.
In reality, ANWR covers an area
of diverse terrain nearly the size
of New England. The small 2000acre plot that would be affected is
located in a section comparable to
the Siberian tundra - flat, barren,
inhospitably frigid, dark half the
year, and generally devoid of wildlife. If there are caribou, empirical evidence suggests the population will grow exponentially like
in the Prudhoe Bay Pipeline area.
Apparently, oil pipelines are an
aphrodisiac.
So, if you're frustrated with oil
prices, prick that environmentalist
voodoo doll and teUCongress you
want a coherent, sensible energy
policy.
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GRAPHIC BY LEONA ELLSWORTIII!'HE ARBITER

"Remember, you work for GE." Mr.
Welch was right; GE owns NBC and
what business owner would not admonish his employee if they were
publicly critical ofthe business.
. The problem with all ofthis is that
an unbiased media Is critical for a

society to have a
true democracy
of quality. Not
just
believing
whatever .those
in power tell you
as total truth is
also part of your
responsibility as
a citizen of a quality
democracy.
So, yes there is a bias in
the media, a corporate bias. If you
can't see that by looking objectively
at the facts, then why look at anything at all?
Just save yourself the time and
vote for the person with the 'R' or
'0' next to their name and Ignore
all discussion, debate and facts
regarding any issue.

BSU needs a leftist
propaganda machine
BY JACOB GOOD

Yet again I don't understand the
writer's Idea that an article about
something he personally finds de;
'mnot sure where to start . structlve could be construed as
when replying to Mr. Harrop's
left-leaning. Maybe he thinks con;
ridiculously
IQ-lowering
servatives simply don't like nudity!
opinion piece, but maybe it could
I am close to agreeing with him 01].
be the point he makes about the
that, but notto his extent.
"brutality of nature," which he beBut, what really intrigues me I~
Iieves is gaining strength through
his statement "strength through.
crime and adultery. Who in their
government aid is nothing next t9
right mind would believe' such 1dh·••.
',,;raiiiUymuscle'~'l~p~'to
be quit'
, oCy?',.•..
." ",.".,~ "laU-ghoble; MySfdeirh.tt*rnu:tually.:
I think it's a stretch to say that'
. By comparing the twohe is forc~
a large portion of the region suring a religious family 'structure
rounding the Gulf of Mexico was onto a natural disaster. Does he as~
flooded because God decided he'd
sume that a single father with two
had enough of Mardi Gras, but children would rather have a wife
that's the logic I found In the preat home than money to rebuild his
ceding opinion.
shattered life? I don't think an eplNaturally I found the word 'Nazi'
sode of "Full House" could solve
thrown in there
this In half an
at random, al- ,.
hour.
though I don't
Lastly, , the
see why. He
overly drama"
seems to comtlzedlssueofthe
pare the chaos
gay reco'gnition
after the fact
week Is playing
to the days of
like a broken reo
Hitler's
reign.
cord. It's a miltSomehow I don't
ter of which Ireunderstand the
ally do not care
Guest Opinion

I

l

This writer managed to concoct an
Oliver Stone script,
including hurrl,'
d
canes, an angry go ,
adultery, porn stars, in the sllghtest
anarch. y',' and the
and I find it silly
to even men.
Nazi ..Arbfter-whoretion ltln a plece,
However, since
houses popping Up· this writer man:
around. .campus.'
aged to ':onC:oct

comparison.

But I do like
his re-naming
of The Arbiter
as the "Leftist
Pro p a g and a
Mac h i n e ;."
I think that's a
',- '
an Oliver Stone
damn fine name
script, lncludfor a newspaing hurricanes;
per, especially in Idaho. It sounds... . an angry God, adultery, porn stars,
counter-culture, almost delightanarchy, and the Nazl-Arblrerfully kitschy.
whorehouses popping up around
Harrop mentions the article on campus, I'm not really surprised
the former Boise State University
at all.
student who is now a porn star and
an escort as a defining moment of
The Arbiter's decision' to sit down Jacob Good is a philosophy major
and die in the arms of the liberals.
at Boise State University

TO SAY?

.

Guest opinions _ofno more than 500 words maybe submitted for publication on any topic. Letters to "the editor must
not exceed300 words and must include the writer'sfullname,
city, state, and major (Ifappltcable). All submissions are
subject to editing. Both guest 'opinions and letters to the editormaybe sent via e-mail toletters@arbiteronline.com.
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Attention area residents:
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Racial stereotyping headed your way
. BY lAMERA

HELGESON

Opinion Writer

Don't buy into the exclusion and
oppression forced upon you by your
power of privilege.
The flyer, pictured here, was left
.on a Boise State University professor's front doorstep towards the end
of September. The specific words
that jump out at me are: violent,
L.A., attacked, threatening, and
Hispanic, What am lsuppcsed to
do after reading this?
The white, supremacist patriarchy behind this blatantly prejudiced writing Is trying to make me,
another white person, exclude and
oppress those fitting Into the 'other'
category - and in this case appearing (to me) Hispanic of origin.
They want me to judge a person
based on the color of their skin or
uhetr ethniclty, rather than on'Indl-

vidual merit or personal fault.
How do I decide if the. person
walking across the street from me is
Hispanic or not? Do I let the stereotypes found In popular American
movies and TV guide my thinkIng? Many of those actors are not
Hispanic themselves.
Do I look for suggestive -gang
motifs, such as bandanas and lowrider jeans? My own teens and their
friends dress like that, yet they are
not In a violent gang.
Do I follow. certain government
policies which stipulate that having
part of a Portuguese heritage classifies you as Hispanic? Even if that
is not what you consider yourself to
be?
Once I have decided who is
Hispanic in my neighborhood, I call
the police; they take the new family
from Ecuador (and their suspicious
looking teenagers) into custody, and

hold them until they are thoroughly
frightened and very confused.
The next day, or Monday, if they
went in on Friday, they are released,
but by now the whole neighborhood
knows and are treating them differently.
The teenage daughter does not
understand why no one answered
her babysitting ad; she didn't think
$5 an hour was too' much to ask.
And last week the neighbors from
across the street had invited the
whole family over for dinner, but
when they arrived at the agreed
upon time all the lights were off and
the door remained shut to them.
Tomorrow, when the son gets on
the bus for school he sits alone, and
later at lunch he will eat alone.
This is how prejudice and discrimination start, from one flyer,
or one proposal of a recognition/
awareness week that doesn't get

passed. One person having privilege (white, male, upper class, or
heterosexual) starts judging another person based on rnisperceptlons, accusations, and blatant lies.
We think we know all the facts or
perceive the whole situation, when
really we don't.
This turns Into oppression, which
by the way, those having privilege
need to remain in their position of
power. Oppression can only cease
to exist when those having privilege
choose to stop utilizing their power
and give it back.
Hopefullyyou are asking howyou
and I can give it back - by making
a conscious' decision to no longer
be silent, but instead to talk about
the problems that exist and to use
words that no one likes to hear.

H VIOLEnT GRnG FRom L.R.
HRS mOYED InTIl OUR
nEIGHBORHIlOD
THEY HR.YEHTTRCHED LIlCHL
CHILDREn Ii RRE THREHTEnlnG
.Gun VIOLEnCE. THE BOISE
POLICE HRVE RSHED THRTIHE
BE lin THE LOOHOUTFlJR
YllunG HISPHnlC GROUPS. IF
YOUSEE RnYSUSPICIUUS
RCTIVITY. PLEHSE CHLL THE
BOISE PIlLICE DEPT.
ImmEDIRTELY HT 817-6780
OR!J1l THHIlH HOU.
YOURnEIGHBURS

Having a genetic flaw
does not make you a minority
BY CASEY PHELPS
Guest Opinion

Where are we going with this gay/
lesbian recognition week? Iwonder
what is the desired outcome? Are
gays and lesbians trying to shove
It in the faces of everyone else that
they are gay first, and that they contributed to society second? Why
does it matter so much what your
sexual preference is?
First of all Ihave a problem with
gays and lesbians being recognized
as a minority. I see them as people
with a genetic flaw or a chemical
imbalance In the brain or just serious confusion. Does this also mean
"i1
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,
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that schizophrenics are also now a
minority? When two things come
together and mate but cannot reproduce no matter what, something
isn't right. I am not talking about
men and women who try to reproduce and can't, that is circumstantial and entirely different. However,
no matter what homosexual pair is
put together, reproduction could
never happen naturally. Bynature's
laws this behavior is wrong.
Secondly, why would you want
to be labeled as a minority, as opposed to just a human, or a person? I strongly feel grouping people
no matter what the reason in turn
breeds racism or bigotry. .Someone

who has achieved something deserving of recognition should be
recognized as a person who has
contributed to society.
I, like many others, am also tired
of having some one's sexual preference shoved down my throat. Idon't
care! Idon't go around broadcasting
my sexual preference, frankly it's
none of your business and I don't
care what you think of me anyway.
My sexual preference doesn't affect
the way in which I affect the progress of society, unless I make it an
issue. Iwonder if gays and lesbians
didn't push so hard for acceptance,
would they have more success with
being accepted? Having something ..

shoved in your face all the time can
piss you off and make you want to
accept something even less.
If the gays and lesbians out there
do get their own recognition week,
who is next to be recognized, bald
men, maybe? Who knows, the way
this society is going, pretty soon we
will have to recognize groups like
the white supremacists and give
them special rights and recognition, too. Be careful what you wish
for.

Casey Phelps is a graduate student
at Boise State University

Q:

I interviewed at a bank last
week. When I got home, I realized
I had dog hair all over the back of
my skirt. I was traumatized and
seriously considered shaving my
dog bald. Idid get a call back for a
second Interview, but should I even
mention this? I don't want them to
think I'm a slob! .
.
I

A: Don't shave your dog yet, and
don't worry! The people with whom
you interviewed probably don't
think you're a slob and you did get
called back for a second interview.
We have some tips that might be
able to help you out. Whether it's
pet hair, a stain on your clothes,
baby spit. IlP, or ripped stockings,
there area few things you can do to
be prepared for your job interview.
If you're doing a lot of interviewing, especially if you're a recent
graduate, keep a little "emergency" kit in your car. I know it might
sound old fashioned but it will help
alleviate some stress on interview
day. (1) Keep a lint brush in the car,
especially if you're a pet owner .. (2)
Clear nail polish will help ripped

your interviewers. The organization is interested in
your qualifications for the job,
and you never know, they might be
pet owners!

pan t y - hose not
ripanyfurther.Iustdab
a little
over the rip and then pull it away
from your skin so it can dry and
not stick to your leg. (3) There are
I am starting my sophomore
brand name spot removers (pencils
year at Boise State, and my parents
and towelettes) that can be used in told me to "get ajob." Theywantme
an emergency. (4) Guys out there
to work on campus, but my friend
might want to keep an extra, clean
has' a job off campus. How do Ifind
dress shirt in their car (remember
out where the jobs are? Can you
to hang that in a plastic bag!).
help me?
If you end up with dog hair on
your clothes as you walk into your .
Between 40-50 new on- and
Interview, try to make the best of it. off-campus jobs are posted every
An easy-going, confident attitude
week on Broncolobs, a web-based,
will go a long way in impressing
job-search tool for all BSUstudents.

Q:

A:

I I
Diversity simply means different.
body else should have to recognize
My opinion is different from the al- you for it.
lies of "diversity," therefore we already have diversity.
Aaron Vandenbos
Why don't they celebrate that diBoise, ID
versity? Clearly; this plea for "diversity" is not really a desire for diversityat all, but an attempt by its proponents to get whatthey want while
trying to make the average person
feel guilty for disagreeing..
.'
Does Jessica Bruton hate the idea.
Ironically, the supporters of the ,of BlackHistory MOIlth,as well?
gay recognition week want their
In her opinion piece, "Celellrate
prize realized and the debate (dif- yourself' during . Human Rights
ferences,diversity}to end. .
We~k,.·just like. every one else,·
I don;tthlnk ~at' "diyersity·!s
Bruton. makes thef~llowing statethe Plnnacleof humanity; I don't
m.ent: «By celebrating a minority
believe that "We must have diver- . group is to imply superiority over'
Ii~t\

Don't use diversity
as your excuse

. So~~ of the most powerful gangs
were the Irish and Italian immigrants who were disrespected by
the privileged European-American
majority.
I have been following the articles
Ifwe want to end gang violence in on the gay recognition debate since
our community, we must analyze
they first appeared in The Arbiter,
the system of attitudes; values and
and until now have not felt combeliefs that dlscrlmlnate
against
pelled to respond; Monday, Sept. 26
individuals because of their race, changed that.
.
gender, sexual o~entation, class
The president of BGLAD was
standing or religious affiliation.
quoted by The Arbiter as saying,
Once we accept our. role in the
"We must have diversity. This desviolence, then we can begin to Ignated week would be the fl1"st~of
proactlvelyaddress
the.' problem. . its type in B~Vhistory;" .
Perpetuating discriittiriation ac-,
liang on~ .
camplishE!Snothing. .•....... . ..; ~ We "must"have dive~I~Ifthere
. Theseflyers are an unfortunatewa.s
someattrj~p,te,of.(ijversitythat

Racial profiling
strikes. again
With all the national attention
diverted to the hurricane disasters
and the questions of race and class
rising in everyone's mind, you have
to wonder why anyone would feellt
Is appropriate to distribute propaganda that assaults an entire ethnic
group.
. ."
Regardless ofthe motivations behind the flyers that were distributed in the Meridhm School District
warning residents to lookout for
susplc.ious gang activity, the blatant
racial profiling and dtscrtmlnatory,

tIte.....'

.Ianguage used in the flyer is trou".e .xtUJl. Ple.of...~.owhatecon ..t.r.OISO
...•.
u.....
tr....'... m...a.de....it..i. e ..._p.,:.y...~.~ ...8....•.
ll,P....
di.,.. n...yeoSi
blhig, tosaythe ieast.' .' .'
community.
.: "~ ',< ,but dlversitY,~·nptaqul!ilty Innatef
Gangs areformedby individuals
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It's about. acknowledging differences

sity." But you'd thlnkthatthosethat
do Woulcl~~more consistent about
their position.
..
. sentiDie'

....•.•

~_••

,
nizing (or even acknowledging the
existence of) this particular group
of BSU students, for one flipping
week! If Bruton and the other opponents want to have "stralght recognltlon" week the next day, flne; go
for it, whatever.
Buf please,. don't think that just
because some of us would like to
celebrate our differences and those
of our classmates, we Want to elevate one group overanotber. This is
about equality not superiority! .
Does Black History Month lmply superiOrity· over' whites?· Does
it even require the paitlclpation of
those who don't agree Withthe idea
behind it? No, it doesn't, an~t1ei.....

. . ~er does aGLllT dlversttyweel9If;
;.5 you don't agtee"!ithtbesen
'

.'

."B·.:'WiJI~~;:~~:;':~:;'f:J;t;},~M;~~::~f~:;:U;~sexu;"
"~
t·/su '.
',?fif" ...;" ..

··~i'.·.. Cen.~.~.,'~;.·:
...•....:.' •.•••.•.• ~

c,..

I
would
highly recommend registering on Broncolobs to begin your
job search. http://career.boisestate.
edu/broncojobs.htm.
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No island paradise, but Broncos blaze back

[THIS WEEK IN

SPORTS]

BY TREVOR HORN
sports Editor

Football
Saturday
Portland State at BSU
Time:6p.m.

Cross Country

. Saturday
Men and Women at
Eagle Island Invitational,
Eagle, ID

Soccer
Friday
San Jose State at BSU,
Time:4p.m.
Sunday
BSU at Hawaii,
Time: 5 p.m. (HT)

Men's tennis
Thursday
All-American Tournament,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Friday
Santa Clara Invitational
Santa Clara, Calif.

Women's tennis
Friday
Jack Taylor Classic
atBSU

. Volleyball
Saturday
Idaho atBSU
Time:2p.m.

Women's golf
Monday-Tuesday
Heather Farr Invitational
Denver, Col.

If it wasn't the weather that was
odd Saturday night, it may have
been how the Boise State Broncos
scored points en route to a comefrom-behind
victory
at Aloha
Stadium over Hawal'i, 44-41.
With the win, the Broncos
stopped
a three-game
road-losing streak and extended the team's
Western Athletic Conference record
winning streak to 27 games.
"It was a great thing to be a part
of, it really was," BSU head coach
Dan Hawkins said.
Hawaii took a 20-7 lead into the
first half, as the Broncos were unable to score an offensive touchdown.
"Our defense played reasonably
well in the first half, so there was
110 panic,"
Hawkins said. "In the
second half, the momentum went
back and forth. No one could break
service. That's what made it a great
game."
It was special teams and crucial goal line passing which keyed
the 37 second-half points for Boise
State.
Count the ways.
A three-yard fade route to Ierard
Habb,
A 92-yard punt return by Quinton
Jones (BSU school record).
Another fade route, this time to
Legedu Naanee (his first of his career).
A blocked field goal returned for
69-yards by Orlando Scandrick.
Another goal-line pass to Naanee,
this time to the right.
And finally, a blocked extra point,
returned for a two-point conversion
by Sea lid rick (the game Winner).
"He (Scandrick)
just came up

Orlando

Scandrtck,

left, returned

two blocked kicks for touchdowns

huge with that blocked field goal,"
Hawkins said.
It wasn't that easy for BSU(2-2,
1-0 WAC) in the first half. Hawai'i
quarterback Colt Brennan marched
the Warrior o.ffense do.w.n thoe f.ield.
'on the' first. drive 'ohhe'
game' as"
Hawai'i scored on a 30-yard Dan
Kelly field goal.
Hawaii (1-3, 1-1 WAC) later scored

In the

BSU win.

PHI1l'OBY NAMEtiHE AHBII'EH

Marty Tadman,

RIght, returned

on a nine-yard reception by Davone
for the score.
Bess to give Hawal'i a 10-0 lead in
Going into the half down 20-7
the first quarter.
still didn't fluster the Broncos.
Marty Tadman came up big mid"We came in athalftiine and there
way through the second quarter
was really a calm focus," Zabransky
for. BSU. T.'ueega.me~ :\yUho.iut an
said. ~Guys knewthafwe
had inn
lntercsptlon," a'rlil ::·KbreY·Hlill ..al~ .. usaMwe
wererellllycalIn."O'
"", ' :"
ready picking one off eatller in the
Brennan (29-51, 426 yards, 4 TOgame- Tadman grabbed a Brennan
2 INT) was visibly throwing up on
pass and returned the ball 40 yards
the field due to dehydration
in the

an Interception

for a score.

first half and was slowed down on
the first drive ofthe second half as
Hawai'i was forced to punt.
BSU then went on a 14-play, 70yard drive that took up over four.. and-a-half
minutes'as'~abransky·
'fOlu1ij""Rabb for' the fadetroute..
Zabransky also looked Injured on

See Win streak
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Horned Frogs slide by Broncns

[SIDE
LINE]

Broncos go to
All-American
championships
r'

Boise State All-Americans
Luke
Shields' and thomas
Schoeck are
heading to' Tulsa, Okla., to compete in the Polo Ralph Lauren AllAmerican Tennis Champiollships,
Oct. 3-8.
Shields (ranked number 13 by the '.'
Intercollegiate
Tennis Association_
[ITA))' and Schoeck will each com~
pete as .individuals,
and will. also
palrul' on the doubles side. ,Schoeck .
will begiqplay
ldonday beglnniIlg
With apreUnilriary roundofthe sl~.,:_ '.
glesbracket,
~i!eS~lel~d()esnt;:
.
:begirt . playing yrttllW:ednesday.;
:The.duo,·.ranked·.n\Ullber
.four,J:ry:;
..ilie·i:rA;wmihen.~la

ou..',

j~X
~;;f)<.

~~'r.
~~,~

COURTESY
BRONCOSPORT~.COM
FORT WORTH, Texas - Boise State
lost a heartbreaker
16 seconds' into
overtime as TCU came away with a
hard fought 1-0vietpry Sundayafternoon in Texas. After battling to a
scoreless draw through 90 minutes
of regulation the Broncos gave up
.the decisive goal when the Horned
Frogs' Bara Gunnarsdottir
volleyed
a crossing shot past the defense into
the Bronco goal in the 91st minute.
The Broncos and Horned Frogs
played evenly throughout
the first
half with neither team capitalizing on its scoring opportunities,
including
each team hitting the
framework at least once in the period. Both teams placed two shots
on goal during the opening stanza
as they went into the intermission
knotted at 0-0.
TCU picked up their intensityduring the second period creating several scoring chances only to watch
Boise State's Kim Parker (second
half goalkeeper) deny. each shot,
recording seven saves. The Horned
Frogs continually forced the action
into the Bronco defensive half dur-

Womens golf
heads to Colorado
Junior Katie Street and the Boise
State women's golf team look to continue their success in Broomfield,
Colo., at the eighth annual Heather
Farr/University
of Colorado (CU)
Memorial Invitational, Oct. 3-4.
The Broncos will be sending juniors Street and Lindsey Huebert,
sophomores
Erica Haney
and
Amanda
Nave
and
freshman
Lindsey Shean.
Street captured the first individual title of her career at the Wolf Pack
Invitational, Sept. 28, leading Boise
State to a third place team finish.
Street won only the tenth individual title in BSU women's golfhistory
after posting a three-round total of
223 (+10) at the par-7l, 6,241-yard
D'Andrea Golf Course. The tournament victory moves Street into sale
possession of seventh place on the
Bronco all-time record list for career top 25 finishes.
Haney recorded her second consecutive top 20 finish, posting a 240
(+27) and finishing tied for 19th.
Haney finished tied for sixth at the
Oregon State Invitational, Sept. 14.

.,

Boise State
volleyball gets
swept by Nevada
and Utah State

COURTESY
BRONCOSPORTS.COM

BOISE, Idaho - The Boise State volleyball team lost a pair of matches last
. week to fall top 4-7 overall and 0-4 in
the Western athletic Conference.

the Boise State Broncos Thursday
night (Sept. 29) in volleyball, as the

The' Broncos lost to' the University
of Nevada Saturday, Oct. lin three
games 30-16,30-21,.30-28.
Nevada is
l1ow9-5 overall arid 4-0 in the WAC.
' The Broncos were led Inthat match

Aggies defeated the Broncos 30-26,
30-19;30;17.
The Broncos were led by freshman
Jeanette Jenkins who had 12 kills
and three blocks. She wasfollowed

by CamerOn Flunder's 11 kills and six
by Cameron
Flunder
an~ Tiffany
blocks. JeanetteJenkins
was close be- 'Starring who each had nine kills. TeUa
. hlndwiih
nine kills and i>n~ block.
Peterson had six kills and seven digs.
Jackie Sttoudhad
15 digs. Mandy . Asa team, the Broncos had 37k1l1s,34The
Klein had 25 assists and three blockS.
assists, three aces, 30 digs and eight
Asa team,the'Brrlllcos
l1~d39 kills,
blocks. .' ":.
... .'
'.'

'~Nevada
" had'12Jdlls

was led

';.~~.

fense and its bend but don't break"'~\
.: :
mentality.
101: .:
Unfortunately,
the Broncos did .,.
not manage to create any chances'
for themselves in the second period
:~~:

:($=

,i~:~

as they failed to take a shot on goal.
Inthematch,BoiseStatewasheldto
.,
five total shots with two on goal, all ' ~\
in the first period. Junior midfield.~~;
er Brennan Lau led the Broncos by
placing both of the Broncos' shots
;:;
on target at the Horned Frog goal:
:~~

,f#;
.I

The loss drops Boise State to 64-2 'overall as they return home
from Texas after going 0-2-0 on the
weekend. This marks the conclusiim of the non-conference
portion
of the schedule as the Broncos begin their march towards the league
tournament
being held Nov.3~5 on
Boise State's home field. The road to
Boise opens with the Broncos' first
Western Athletic Conference match
this Friday at home against the San
Jose State Spartans at 4:00 pm. All
home matches are held at the Boas
Tennis & Soccer Complex on South
Oakland Avenue and admission is
free.

J.'i .;.,.
hr
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Texas A&M shuts out BSU soccer

COURTESY
BRONCOSPORTS.COM

,33assists.,tWollces,32digsandseven.
:~locks ..•. "
.' '.'
'. '
, ,

~~:~~i::~~dc~~~~:~~;t~~e~~~~i~:~

by Teal Erlcl;oIiwho~
and SalaiaSalave'a;who

.

STATION, Texas up an impressive deFriday night against
A&M in a 2-0 loss in

1

minute.
Morrison now has two of Boise
State's four PK stops all-time. af-ter stopping an Idaho State PK last

~.:.l

College Station, Texas.
. week.
In front of the largest crowd in
Texas A&M went up early In the
Boise State hlstory3,967, the Bronco
10th minute when Melissa Garey,
goalkeeper tandem of Kim Parker
ranked 14th nationally
in scarand Michaela Morrison combined
,ing averaging 1.0 goals per game,

~'
.•..
'
4 '

1

I.•.
~

to set a school record for saves in a
match with 18 (including one from
Nicole James).
.
Bronco keepers and defendersbeld finD astheAggies launched
an aIl~out assault on the 1JoiseState

scored from short range when she
back kicked the ball through the
defense to catch Parker off guard as
the baHrolledpast
the near post
: The final Aggie strike occurred in
the secimd half off a corner kickup·

Utah State (10-6 overall, 3~6wAC)
was!edbYZuzanaCernlanska's18

goal, setting a record for opponent
sIl9ts,on,goalwlth20,/.·
..

portuIllt}t.'
" <
.The.b~sailedtoLaurenPfister

'kills imd'seVen digS. ,The AWes had
50kills,.f1assiStS;:eight
aees~44d.igs

th..e. r..•~lghl. igb.t. s/o.r .•BOlses ..t.a..te . :.m..thoe.·.ID. ~.d.dl.e of.Jb.. eb ..lJX.,.,wh e1e.,Sh.e.,....• ·.' I '..:.';.:
iJ)cludetwo
nutstandlngsllves
ini<,touch~Jtpast~orri~a~to;the
, -L"';,:

.
'

COLLEGE
Boise State put
fensive stand
#11/#13Texas

off the goal line in the 84th minute,
while Morrison denied her second
penalty kick of.the year in the 86th

9
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Cleveland Corder, top and left, knocked the 'contender' Brent Cooper to the canvas
In the second round with a left hook to Cooper's temple. Corder won by technical
knockout In the third round to Improve his IJrofesslonal record to 33-3. 4,379 fans
witnessed the bout at the Bank of America Centre during the Friday Night Fights.
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the drive, needing to call a timeout to rest, what he would
later call cramps.
"It was cramps man. This humidity kicks my butt, but I
worked my ass off trying to stay hydrated all week and I felt
good in the first half, and I came in the second half and I
started cramping up in my calves," Zabransky said.
The next drive for Hawai'i resulted in another punt.
Quentin Jones returned the punt 92-yards, moving right to
left and catching a line up the far side, to give BSU the lead
for the firsttime at 21-20.
Again the Broncos defense held Hawai'i to a three-andout drive, but Jones - the hero on the previous punt return
- became the goat as he fumbled the return just after the
rain began to pour down on the field.
Hawai'i was able to capitalize on the fumble, as Nate
lIaoa rushed up the middle for a 37-yard touchdown. A
two-point conversion later, and Hawai'i was up 28-21.
That was when the game became a bit weird.
The Broncos lined up on the next drive to punt the ball
on the BSU 36, but Boise State punter Kyle Stringer fumbled the snap, picked up the ball and ranit out for 13 yards
- extending the drive for the Broncos. The unconventional fourth down conversion led to the first of Naanee's two
touchdown receptions and tied the game at 28.
The ensuing drive for Hawai'i, Brennan completed three
passes for 46 yards to put Hawaii in field goal range.
On the 45-yiird attempt, senior Daryn Colledge was able
to get his right arm in to block the kick sending it bouncing
to the side of the field where Scandrick picked the ball up
and returned it 69 yards for the score.
"I (saw) the ball come off the kicker's foot and I just reacted to it, scooped it up and (ran) it in for the touchdown,"
Scandrick said.
Once again the hero becomes the goat for BSU as
Scandrick was burned on the first play ofthe next drive as
Hawaii tied it up at 35 with a 73-yard pass from Brennan to
Davone Bess.
"That's living in the fire. If you want kids to get outside
their comfort zone, if you want people to play to win, sometimes that's going to happen," Hawkins said.
The see-saw battle continued as Zabransky continued his torrid second half for the second touchdown to
Naanee.
Zabransky was just 5-for-16 passing at the half, but completed 13 of 17 passes after intermission, including three
touchdowns.
Zabransky was able to find both of his big receivers for
the scores.
"Those guys are big targets and know how to use their
bodies really well and that's huge," Zabransky said.
BSU needed that last score.
On the ensuing drive for Hawaii, Brennan connected
with redshirt freshman Ryan Grice Mullen (9 catches, 188
yards, 2 TO) for a 19-yard pass, putting Hawaii down just
42-41 with 3:03 left in the game.
Normally extra points are sure deals, but not against
BSU.
.
For the second time, Colledge blocked the kick, and
Scandrick picked it up and returned the ball for two points,
giving BSU the 44-iH lead.
"It was justgreatcollege football. It was a blast," Colledge
11 said. "That's the stuff you want to be a part of."

PHOTO BY NPlEIl'HE

ARBITER

Boise State wide receiver Jason Murray and Hawall dafenslve back Lono
Manners battle for a pass. The Broncos scored 37 second-hall points.
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A nutritious source of lasting energy. We blend
match a green tea with passionfruit-mango
juice, soymilk, peaches and mangos.

!iii.

a~f eye-opener'v

Get started and keep going with a~r. IAh-sah-yee.)
The juice of this Brazilianberry, infused with
guarana. adds antioxidants and omega fatty acids
into strawberries, bananas and soymilk.
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We'll be- coming to your campus on October 6t~, and 7th
IDformation Session
Thursday, October 6, 2005
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Student Union - Jordan B
Appoi ntments for
Interviews will beset up.

Interviewing
Friday, October 7,2005
8:30 a.m, to 4:30 p.m.
CareerServices Center
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- For sale Apple iMac. G3
350 MHz, 128 MB, OS
10.2.8, includes wireless
card for $25. Call Brad at
345-8204 xl 0 I.
For sale Apple iMac. G3
350 MHz, 192 MB, OS
10.2.8, includes wireless
card. For $30. Call Brad
at 345-8204 x I0 I.

1ST become a
teacher.
Then become the best
teacher you c~
Join the professional
organization of educators
online at:
www/nea.org/studentprogram
Greg Wilson. President
llSU Teacher Educuncn
Associnncn
icusp _ bsu(irlhlllllui1.l'orn

1975 Dodge Sport King
22' motor home. Only
61K actual miles, $1900/
obo. Call 941-4776 or
362-2988.
1987 Dodge Caravan.
Seats 7. AT, AC, Il3k
original miles. Runs good.
Clean. $500/0BO. Call
Steve 340-7492.
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 8X8-1464
X3 Honda Accord Hatch
Runs. Needs carbo $175/
obo. 87 Honda Prelude
for parts. Call 463-9064
or 863-4156.
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$X99, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Classic
1982 Yamaha
DT I00
Enduro. Runs
great. Recent complete
servicing.
Less than
500 miles. Amost mint. '
Street legal. Great mpg.
Licensed and clear title.
Ready to.go. Extras. $850
obo. 375-1911.
Dorm Refrigerator G.E.
4 cu. Ft. Like New, clean
$60 Call 342-3016, Leave
a message
DRESSER, Broyhill, excellent condition, 8 drawers, some blemishes on
top. $80. Call 447-1896.

For sale Apple iMac. G3
350 MHz, 384 MS, OS
10.2.8, includes wireless
card for $40. Call Brad at
345-8204 x 10I.

IOCTOBER
-300 ..mo. + cheap util.
Avail. Nov. 830-7427.
Room for rent SE Boise.
$250/mo + 1/4 util, +dep.
CablelDSL, Private Garage, No smoking, shared
bath. 433-9350
Room for rent, Bench
area. $3S0/mo. all utililties paid. Avail 9/31. Call
703-2470

For sale Apple iMac. G3
500 MHz, 192 MB, OS
10.2.8, includes wireless
card for $40. Call Brad at
345-8204 x 101.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476
King size pillowtop mattress set, bralid new in
bag. Must sell, $225. Can
Deliver. X66-7476
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. Brand new. still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can dclivcr. X66-7476
Queen
Tempurpedic
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Rctail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688

3 bedroom I bath house
off
State/Glenwood.
$795/mo. $800 Deposit.
Call 794-6361
Roommate wanted
Lincoln Avenue. $270/mo
+ 1/2 Electric. Call 8698637.
F

Female roommate wanted
North End house. $3751
month, all utilities included plus intemet. Call
Ellen at 863-1581.
M Roommate - 3bd/2ba
house, State/Glenwood.
No smkldmklpets, $275

the job training and support provided, Must have
insured vehicle for client
transportaion. Bilingual
'a plus. $7.00/hr. to start
with mileage reimbursement. Quarerly reviews
and ongoing raises. Driving to Nampa not necessary. Contact Human Resources at 467-7524

Work for Rent! Wanted
upperclass women for
country living within 2
miles ofBSU. 1bdr. home
in exchange for 12 hrs/
wk. house/yard cleaning
and pet care. Car required.
Cost average $50/mo. No ..
pets, no smoking. Call
Barbara at 336-700 I.

Career Center

BroncoJobs
On- and
off-campus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating

students

Check
$800 weekly guaranteed
Stuffing envelopes. Send
a self addressed stamped
envelope to: Scarab Marketing, 28 E. Jackson,
10th floor, ste. 938, Chicago, IL 60604
Casanova Pizzeria now
hiring cook, dishwasher/
prep, wait person. Lunch,
dinner. Call 331-3535 or
1204 S. Vista Ave. Located next to Moxie Java.
Developmental Technicians needed in Boise
area. Interested in teaching
functional skills to children with developmental
disabilities'! Join the Advocates for Inclusion team
for a fun work experience!
Hours are flexible around
school schedules. No
weekends or evenings. On

out

BroncoJobs

@:,,'fj,j'i,+j'g'ii'9;£i'f'

htlp://career.boisestate.edu

$14
Base/Appointment,
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Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

7 Digestive fluid
8 Porky's pen
9 Put one's sword
away
10 Saintly
11 On the move
12 First name in bad
hoteliers
13 Sharp-tasting
18 _ for profit
22 Burned some
24 Implanted
25 Use jointly
28 Business dress
29 Easily attached
accessory
30 Feminine
pronoun
31 Careless
32 Shrill comment
33 Two pints
34 Hasty marriage
35 Father's boy
36 Told you so!
41 Top-level
busybody
44 Glass
ingredient

All ages 17+
Conditions

Apply

Call - 343-5092

45 Deadpan
46 Aired again
47 Leibovitz or
Lennox
49 Figure
50 Mining
excavation

51
52
54
55
58

Suffers defeat
Smart-alecky
Turn soil
Bartlett, for one
Med.
procedure
59 _ sequitur

horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (10-03-05)
Sometimes you follow, but this
year you take the lead. Others
look to you for guidance and
advice. To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: lOis
the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

I'

Aries (March 21-Apri(19)
,Today is an 8 - Somebody else
wants to tell you what to do, and
you should let them. Of course,
this assumes you've chosen a
person who knows what he's
talking about.
.

/

.I

Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is a 3 - There's no way
you can finish everything you've
started now. Send out a request
for assistance.
GeminI (May 21-,une 21)
Today is a 9 - You may feel swept
away, but it's actually a good idea
to pay attention and steer the
boat. Don't drift.
"Get ready to lose weight! I'm susie and
this is my assistant, Terry the Tapeworm!"

Solutions

Sales & Service,

'"

M SPA

DOWN
Molten matter
Mr. T's outfit
Fat
"A Nightmare on
Street"
5 Lists of
candidates
6 Certain radio
operators

10/03105

© 2005 Tribune

Flexible Schedule,

comics
•

ACROSS
1 Knights' weapons
6 "JAG" network
9 ''Thou _ not
comnut.."
14 Bikini, for one
15 Tiny amount
16 Book after Daniel
17 With relevance
19 "Rocket Man"
rocker John
20 Atlas page
21 Dashed
22 Adage
23 Good-luck
charms
25 Congeal
26 Comic Romano
27 _ Alamos, NM
28 Former rulers of
Iran
30 Child's coaster
32 Uncool state?
37 Dangle
38 Ream part
39 Spiny African
plant
40 Made excuses for
42 Cornbread
43 Go-getters
44 Bribe
45 Bikini part
48 Took a seat
49 Red gems
53 Soup legume
55 Silvers or Collins
56 Extinct bird of
New Zealand
57 Putter Palmer
58 Pithy quality ,
60 Hammer's targets
61 Talk informally
62 Ice-cream
holders
63 Prepared to
propose
64 Pique
65 Fidgety
1
2
3
4

•

r-

Crossword

Positions available for
hire, looking for energetic and friendly people
to work in a fun environment. Flexible wlstudent
schedules. Competitive
starting wage. Apply in
person at Blimpie Subs
and Salads I I I Broadway
Ave. or call 388-8802.

For sale Apple iMac. G3
400 MHz, 384 MB, OS
10.2.8, includes wireless
card fro $40. Call Brad at
345-8204 x I0 I.

treltD 1Itgdenta.

3.2005

Hiring Food Prep. &
Counter Help. Eagle Rib
Shack. Stop by restaurant
for app. 360 E. State. Any
questions call 938-0008.

For sale Apple iMac. G3
400 MHz, 192 MB, OS
10.2.8, includes wireless
card for $40. Call Brad at
345-8204 x l 01.

IInI

mnail: clalllIlflIIdi@lftJitmmJina.tam"':
plume: 345-8204 x 100 ;,
orstaP bythlaffil:a at·
605 UI\iVIrIity DriYli •
(lICI'lISlI from thI SUB).

~

laTHE

adWrtisementa

l::IaBsifWd adunay be p1mIdthr. way.:!

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 5 - Your biggest
problem now is choosing. Take
your time, and save all your
receipts.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Today is
an 8 - If you could spend all day
reading, you might double your
words per minute. Retention
looks great, too. Go for it.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 5 - You have more than
you thought you'd get. Yes, it's a
wonderful thing. But, don't get
goofy and lose it. Keep your wits.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a9 - The game is
definitely weighted in your favor.
You have such an advantage,
there's really no contest.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov; 21)
Today is a 3 c The person you're
trying to please is constantly
changing her mind. You figure
out what needs to be done and do
it, if you can.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - Listen and learn
in a group setting, a class or
seminar .•Get the tapes too, if they
have them. Ihere'll be too many
new things to remember.
CaprIcorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 -It's easy to see that ,
your leadership has impressive ;
goals. How to achieve them?
Well, my friend, that's where you
come in.
Aquarius (Jan. 20~Feb. 18)
Today is a9 - Your CUriosity
knows no boundaries, so why set
any? Travel, beyond the beaten
path is your specialty.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 4 - They say there are
more Pisces billionaires than any
other sign. That's because you
do the research, and you're also.
lucky.
..
(e) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.'

Distributed by Knight RidderTribune Information Services.

"Thank you for inviting us into your fabulous home.
We're a little late ... we had to stop and
rummage through your garbage."
A College Girl Named .Ioe
$O,~
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Lifehouse set to perform for Homecoming Week
BY MARIANA
Culture

BEKKER

Editor

Boise will be hanging by a moment Saturday
when Lifehouse takes the stage in celebration of Homecoming Week at Boise State.
Lifehouse is the creation of singer/songwriter/
guitarist Jason Wade who started the band in
1996 with bassist Sergio Andrade. Originally
called BLYSS,Lifehouse is now based in Los
Angeles after trying out the music scenes in
Seattle and Portland. After years of playing gigs
in the L.A. area, Lifehouse signed a contract
with Dreamworks and their debut alhum "No
Name Face" hit the stores in the fall of 2000.
This once obscure band that was eking by in
L.A. scored a number one Billboard hit with
their first single "Hanging by a Moment" after
only 10 weeks of radio play. "No Name Face"
became an instant success and is now a double
platinum album.
"Everyone dreams of being a rock star, but I
was never in that frame of mind. I was doing
it for me. I think that is why my lyrics are so
personal," Wade said in a previous interview.
Wade got his first guitar and began writing songs at age 12 after his parents split up.
"I think with where I was at when my parents
got divorced, it just started as me getting out
how I felt," Wade said. "I didn't know what I was
going to do with my life until I putthe band together. That is when I knew we could do something with it."
Wade, strongly influenced his desire to be
His mother sang and played guitar with a a musician. Among his influences are Pearl
folk pop trio in the 1970s that, according to Jam, Nirvana, Paul Simon and The Beatles.

"Most of my lyrics are inspired spiritually, but
also inspired by real life," Wade said. "I write
story type songs. One of my favorite things to

do is to go to Barnes & Noble and people watcn,
The stories aren't literal, they tend to be more
abstract, but I take a lot of my experiences I've
had and my friends have had and mix them all
up."
According to Wade, he prefers to write
alone. He says he carries the melody in his
head with him untiI all the lyrics are written.
Lifehouse's sound has been compared to that of
Live and Matchbox 1\venty but the band insists
their sound is entirely original. They separate
themselves from the rest, however, with Wade's
resonant vocals and a finely calibrated sense
of dynamics. The bands moves fluidly from
solid electric rock to more thoughtful, acoustic
sounds. Lifehouse's songs resound for listeners
in either setting, a point Wade has made with
numerous solo acoustic performances.
His lyrics address issues of self-discovery
and spiritual seeking and other areas of exploration that have bonded Wade to his fans.
Wade views the name of the band as a metaphor for his music.
"It's just an inviting name to people. It was
really appealing to us because it was all songs
about life. It really connected to where we were
coming from and I think people are starting to
feel that too," Wade said.
'
Lifehouse will be playing at the Taco
Bell Arena Saturday at 8 p.m. Ticket cost
$10 for students and $15 for general seating. Floor tickets cost $25. Tickets can
be
purchased
through
Select-A-Seat.
• Information and interview quotes courtesy
www.Iifehousefans.com

Highstreet to perform at Homecoming Bala
BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant

FREE DVR

EQUIPMENT UPGRADE

FREE 2S MOVIE CHANNElS

-0

1M

~'WIII. 3 MONTf{S

FREE OVER 200 CHANNELS
FIRST MONTH

ilisR

NETWORK

Better TV for all.
Treasure Valley
Next Dav Install
In South WestIdaho and
Eastern Oregon

208-442·0070

Call 208-447-9243
for Student Specials!

Editor

The tradition of homecoming is longstanding at most
universities and high schools across the nation. In college
it is a weeklong ceremony established for students, faculty, and alumni to indulge in school pride. With events
ranging from the annual Toilet Bowl to the Alumni Chili
Feed, one event always coincides with the tradition of
homecoming: the dance.
This year's dance is 1930s inspired and fully equipped
with a swinging, jazzy zoot suit band out of Tigard, Ore.
just outside of Portland.
Produced by the Student Programs Board, the homecoming dance a.k.a. the Homecoming Gala will be held in
the Boise Centre on the Grove, Thursday night from 8:3011:30.Tickets are $5 per student couple, faculty, and staff
with !D. In a separate room alumni can partake for $20
per couple.
Performing at the Gala is Highstreet a IO-member zoot
suit band, snapping, strumming, singing and dancing a
swinging tune. Highstreet performs purely for fun, hence
the title of their newly released second album, "Men
Hardly Working." According to the bands Web site, it has
been five years since their last CD and they are all very excited about it.
Members include Bruce Wehler on drums and vocals,
Matt Summers on percussion and vocals, Erik Larson
on the trumpet, Stuart Dennis son keyboards, Dr. Paul
Harman on both acoustic and electric bass, Tom Dale

_,
l:~:_~:N~~::ER~n~:=::.Y_:c:
FREE STANDARD
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

Culture

trombone player, Shane Powers lead trumpet and vocalist, Randy McKellipon on the saxophone, and Bruce West
playing the guitar and also a vocalist. New to Highstreet is
saxophonist Steve Goff.Highstreet also pays ample gratification to their soundman Brian Kohagen. Highstreet's last
performances in Idaho were at the Ste. Chapelle Concert
Series in Marsing on Sept. 11, the St. Luke's Women's
Fitness Celebration Sept. 24, and in Caldwell at the Music
of the Vine I" Anniversary Celebration also on Sept. 24.
Highstreet also appeared at the Sisters Jazz Festival in
Sister, Ore.
"Highstreet is a 'must see.' The musicians have a ball,
put on a great show and their music is infectious to crowds
of all ages ..." -Idaho Statesman, Aug. 18,2004.
A.J.McGiIlis, director of Student Programs Board, said
that the gala should be plump full of good times. "We encourage students to pick up their tickets in advance at the
information desk in the SUB,"McGillis said. Also in light
of the Death Cab For Cutie concert being held across the
street at the Big Easy, McGillis said concertgoers are more
than welcome to SWingin and continue dancing.
Although there is no formal dress code, the theme is
1930s and 1940s style, so costume related attire is highly
encouraged as well. Along with Highstreets blues and jazz
that move and sooth, a variety of food and drink will be
offered.
Thursday night, out on the town, coupled up with a
friend or lover, Boise State's Homecoming Gala is the perfect way to take it back to a simpler time when swinging
was the hip and groovy thing to do.

ARBITERONLINE.COM

The Arbiter wants tn knew:
How do you show your Bronco pride?
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City .and I promise I won't ..
promote any of Mike Tyson's
Hooray for Homecoming
fights.
..
Week! Why hooray? I don't
Ifthat still isn't goodenough,
know, but let's say hooray,
then maybe I wasn't made
anyhow.
to be Homecoming King.
So what in the heck is In which case, I would like to
homecoming? Well, as you officially announce my canhave guessed from the name,
didacy for Prom King! What's
it's Boise State's version of that? We don't do that here
Christmas, much like Canada
at .Boise State? I don't care!
has Boxing Day. I'm kidding,
If you elect me Prom King,
of course. It's far more like I promise I'll shut up about
Thanksgiving. Except it's our
being elected for anything
Pilgrims (the football team)
else for a while.
tripping to our New World
So, anyway, maybe I'm look(Bronco Stadium), driven
ing at this whole thing from a
here by oppressive European
selfish standpoint. Maybe I
leaders forbidding religious
should start thinking about
worship (evil teams from the
what I can do to help out this
SECand PAC-lO).
school during Homecoming
Next Saturday, a feast (beerrather than what the school
drinking) awaits, not to mencan do to make me popution all the turkey (Portland
lar. I believe it was John F.
State) we can eat.
Kennedy (or maybe it was
But on a more serious note,
Buster Bronco) who said, "Ask
I'm officially announcing my not what Boise State can do
candidacy for Homecoming
for you. Ask what you can do
King! What's that? We don't
for Boise State!"
do that here at Boise State?
So... ummm ... Boise State ...
Pshah! I'm not falling for Do you ... need anything?
that again. I'm going to run
Hal I thought not, and since
and I'm going to win. I have a I've gotten that out of the way,
crown picked out already and
then you do something for
everything.
me. Score me the homecomIfyouelectme Homecoming
ing monarchy. I promise I'll
King, I promise I won't be make promises until I'm blue
creepy and show up outside
in the face. Then we can all
your window every morning
drink beer and laugh.
..
holding a 10 million-calorie
Hooray for homecoming ..
breakfast sandwich. I promand happy -Thanksglvlng,
ise I won't be a gigantic pri- . everybody!
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Megan
Olivetti

Stephanie
"Flyer" May

Jon Lahm
Paint my
upperbody orange
and blue and
cheer hard.

Wear orange and
blue and go to the
soccer game.

Josh Murry
Go to the game
with painted
orange.

Go tailgating and
then to the game.

Bars and Grills
with. Bronco spirit
BY AHB£R
Assistant

FUG£R

Culture

Editor

Listed below arc the top three sports bars
in Boise. Boise Weekly readers voted and
these three earned the Best of Boise awards.
During Boise State Football, they give their
undivided attention to Bronco fans for away
games, tailgating events, and those who
missed out on tickets.
First Place: The Ram. Located just down
the street from Bronco Stadium, The Ram offers a wide array of Big Horn beers, brewed
on the spot in their brewer y.
Second Place: The Crescent 'No Lawyers'
Bar and Grill. Located on Franklin ncar the
Orchard intersection, the Crescent offers
"sports viewing daily."
As a huge supporter ofBronco Football, the
Crescent makes special exceptions for crazy
timing in accordance with away games. For
the Hawaii game, which aired at 10p.m., the
Crescent kept the kitchen open until 1 a.m.
serving a limited breakfast from 9 p.m. until
close.
Third Place: Busters on Broadway. Now if
the poll asked best place to worship Bronco
football, this bar would have received first
place hands down.
This bar records every Boise State Football
game. They host a huge tailgate party with
two big screens on the patio and all 14Buster
girls attend BSU. During every BSU game,
the girls wait tables in their matching Bronco
gear.
So, if you can't make it to the game, are determined to drink through the whole game,
or are just looking for a place to tailgate other
than Bronco Stadium Parking Lot, checkone
ofthese spots out.

IDAHO

downtown

boile

Students
Fly Cheaper
sample roundtrip Student Airfares from BoI.. to:
San Francisco

$188

London

$532

, Chicago

$229

San Paolo

$725

Boston

$259

Berlin

$761

FREE
_.-.- - 1_.- TICKETS
- -' _.~.... - - --.- -'~
-:.~,-

Text FLY" to 22122
II

It's your chance to wIn one often pairs
. . of roundtrip tickets to London
.
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"Back todassroorn"

"Back to the
Blue Barbeque"

"Toilet BowlCoed
Flag Football
Tournament

(§)

<I)

'.<1)

@)

(f)
"3D.Creatlvlty: lessons
from Theater, Software,
and Football

~

"10th Annual College
of Business and Economics
Golf Scramble"

o"50 year - plus

ClassReunion
Honoring the Classof
1955" .

CJ.\LENDAR

2005

"3rd Annual Men's Lacrosse
Alumni Game"

@

"Homecoming Founders
Society Reunion"

"Annual Roundup Chili Feed
and Reunion"

e

<ID

HOiMECOMING

"Stampede Into the Streets
Homecoming Parade"

@

@)
"Homecoming Dance"
.Student Programs Board

OctoberBth

October 7th

October 6th

October 5th

October3rd

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY
...

-

.

..

"Intercollegiate Knight,
Golden Plume
Chapter Reunion"

@
"Homecoming Concert
Student Programs Board"

"Intercollegiate Knight
Golden Plum Reunion Tent"

•

PORTLAND

STATE

VS
BOISE STATE
6:05 PM BRONCO STADIUM

@) Toilet Bowl Coed Flag Football Tournament

will be (I') From B:30 - 11:30 pm at the Boise Centre on the
held from 3-10 pm at the Bronco Stadium. ParticiGrove. A '30s inspired dance featuring the band
pants in the annual Toilet bowl play on the "smurf
Highstreet. Food and drink will be served. $5 per
turf: The event is free to participate and attend.
student couple, and faculty, and staff with ID,$20
Call 426-2447.
per alumni couple. Call 426-1223.
-

(g) Back to the

BElTER

INGRJ::DIENTS

BElTER
1323

0

PIZZA

BROADWAY

AVENUE

367"9290
ASK FOR BSUSPECIALDISCOUNTS
BOISE STUDENTS

$5.99

LARGE

DEUVERED

FOR

AND FACUL TV

1"TOPPING PIZZA

ANYWHERE

ON CAMPUS

OR CARRYOUT WITH BSU

Blue Barbecue starts at 5:30 pm on the
Student Union back patio. Enjoy a buffet and II!:\
music provided by "University Pulse: Charge is $5.~Shotgun
starts at noon at the Shadow Valley Golf
Course. Proceeds from the golf scramble fund
@)Sack to the Classroom is an all day event occuring
scholarships for business majors. For more
throughout campus. Back to the Classroom
information, call Patrick Shannon at 426-3786.
features successful alumni returning to Boise
State campus classrooms to engage and interact
with current students. Alumni who have develFrom 2-4 pm tour the campus, 6 pm cocktail recepoped their careers and have insights to share are
tion, 7pm buffet dinner, at the Boise State Alumni
encouraged to contact the department chair of
Center, 1173 University Drive.Members of the class
their field of their study. Topics can range from
of 1955 are invited to celebrate the golden annivercareer development to topics of special interest.sary
of their graduation from Boise Junior College.
Interested alumni should contact Renee White at
The class of '55 also will participate in the Homethe Boise State Alumni Association for more
coming Parade on Oct. 8. All graduates from the
details. Call 426-1831.
'30s, '40s, and '50s are invited to attend. For
information on the event price or to RSVP,cali
@) 7-8:30 pm at the Boise State Alumni Center, 1173 Donna Conner at 426-1959.
University Drive. What makes an organization
limited by resources, located in a mid-sized and IJ2\
relatively remote location, successful? Intern aStarts 6 pm at Ha' Penny Irish Pub and Grill,850
tional Business professor Nancy Napier asked that
Broad Street in the 8th Street Marketplace. Join
question of three organizations in the Valley_ the
members of the Founders Society classes. of
Idaho Shakespeare Festival, ProClarity and Bronco
200.3-2005 for food and dun. Contact Renee
Football _ then researched what they have in
White at ~26-1831. orreneewhite@boisestate.edu
common. Presented by the Renaissance Institute.
for more lnforrnation.
Free. Parking available in front and adjacent to the
Alumni Center. Call 426-1831.
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From 6-10 pm at Le Cafe de Paris,204 NCapitol
Blvd. Join the Intercollegiate Knights for a
reunion. If you have apparel or memory items
that can be used for decorating, call Pam Hult
at 343-3888 or Rhiannon Horn at 426-1284.
RSVPto 426-1284 by Sept. 30. $25 per couple,
$15 singles in advance; $30 per couple and
$17.50 singles at the door.

@ Event

starts at 2:30 pm on the
Student Union Recreation Field.
Free.CaIl426-2447.

@ From 2 - 6 pm

at the Boise State Alumni Center,
1173 University Drive. Parade watching, family
activities, a chili feed and tailgate party. Featuring'
appearances by Buster, the Maneline Dancers and
the Bronco Cheer Squad. Watch for the Alumni
Tent; each college will have free game and chili
feed tickets for alumni who stop by the tent and
identify themselves to their college dean. Call
426-1698.

Starts 8 pm at the Taco BellArena. Featuring the
band Lifehouse. $10 Students, $15 general, $25
floor. Tickets through Select-a-Seat, 426-1494,
or the Student Programs Board,426-1223.

@ Starting

at 2 pm, the parade can be viewed
from Broadway Avenue and University Drive.
For the
parade
route, please visit
http://homecoming.boisestate.edu.
The
parade grand marshals will be Lori and
Duane Stueckle.

e

From 2-6 pm at the Boise State Alumni Center, 1173
University Drive. Bring jackets, song books, pledges
and any other memorabilia. Call 426-1284.
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Alumni return for Homecoming festivities
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The Boise State University
Women's Center is looking
for volunteers to walk in the
Stampede
Into the Streets
Homecoming
Parade at 2
p.m. Oct. 8. _
The
center's
theme
will
be "Make Coming Home Safe," as a gesture of solidarity with survivors of violence.
Volunteers
will wear T-shirts designed
for the Clothesline Project to
promote increased
awareness and prevention
of violence.
(The
Clothesline
Project is a Massachusettsbased
program
that
ad-

.• .....')

dresses the issue of violence
against women.)
The marchers
will also
accept
donations
for the'
Louisiana Coalition Against
Domestic' Violence. Money
collected will go to survivors of abuse in the New
Orleans area whose shelters
were destroyed by Hurricane
Katrina.
Volunteers will meet at 1:45
p.rn. at the Discovery Center'
parking lot at 131 W. Myrtle
in Boise. For more information, call the Women's Centcr at (208) 426-4259.

Boise State Universit~ alumni will
roam the campus agam as homecoming week events unfold. Starting
Thursday, Oct. 6, alumni will return
to classrooms and interact with current students. Some alumni who have
developed
their careers may 'share
their insights with students in certain
fields of study. Alumni will also be In
.. classrooms Friday. For more inform ation, alumni can contact Renee White
at (208) 456-1831.
On Thursday night from 7 p.m, to
8:30 p.rn., the Renaissance
Institute
will present "3-D Creativity: Lessons
from Theater, Software and Football"
in the BSU Alumni Center. The program will focus on how three organizations in the Treasure Valley - Idaho
Shakespeare
Festival, Pro Clarity and
Bronco Footballsucceed and what
they have In common.
The Tenth
Annual
College
of
Business and Economics Friends of the
College Golf Scramble and Barbeque
tees off Friday at noon at the Shadow

ValleyGolfCourse.Proceedsfrom~he
golf scramble go toward scholarships
for business majors. For more Infermation, contact Pat Shannon at (208)
426-3786.
To celebrate its golden reunion, the
class of 1955 is gathering at the Boise
State Alumni Center on Friday at 2
p.m. for a campus tour. Alumni will
also celebrate with a cocktail receptlon at 6 p.m, and a buffet dinner at
7 p.m, For more information, contact
Donna Conner at (208) 426-1959.
Later on Friday evening at 6 p.m.,
the Homecoming
Founders
Society
Reunion for classes of 2003, 2004 and
2005 will meet at Ha' Penny Irish Pub
and Grill (850 Broad St., Eighth Street
Market Place). For more information,
alumni can contact Renee White at
(208) 456-1831.
The Intercollegiate
Knight, Golden
Plume Chapter Reunion 'Is meeting
Friday evening from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m,
at Lc Cafe de Paris (204 N. Capitol
Blvd.). For more' Information
about

. -

the lK reunion, contact Pam Hult at
(208) 343-3888.
On Saturday, Oct. B' the Stampede
Into the Streets Homecoming
Parade
starts at 2 p.m. on the corner of
Broadway
Avenue
and University
Drive.
.
The Third Annual Men's Lacrosse
Alumni Game begins at 2:30 p.rn, in
the BSU recreation
field. Admission
is free.
The week's events come to a elimax as the Broncos get ready to take
the field and the fans celebrate in
true Bronco spirit. Activities, a chill
feed and tailgate party begin at 2 p.m.
and last until 6 p.m, at the Boise State
Alumni Center.
Buster, the ManeLine Dancers and
Bronco Cheer Squad are expected
to make an appearance.
Free game
and chili feed tlcketsare
available to
alumni who stop by the tent and identify themselves
to the college dean.
For more Information, call (208) 4261698.

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
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BSU students, faculty alumni, community
members volunteer for "Intothe Streets"
Homecoming
kicked off Saturday
with an event that has become an annual tradition at Boise State: Into the
Streets. For fourteen years, Into the
Streets-has been one of Boise State's
biggest volunteer
events. This year
will be no exception. The Volunteer
Services Board, which coordinated the

event, sent volunteers
organizations
This year's
a speech by
the Treasure
followed by
projects. Into
ly held around

.' a nationwide
volunteering
day that
to 27 nonprofit
takes place every October. Recently,
throughout Boise.
Into the Streets featured
hurricanes Katrina and Rita havc put
the focus on volunteer efforts in the
Jim Everett, the CEO of
Gulf Coast.
Valley Family YMCA,
the volunteer
service
Into the Streets is a way for people in
the Streets is traditionalthe Treasure Valley to make a differMake A Difference Day,
cnce in their own backyards.

the Fight Song!
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KAREN ARMSTRONG
Religion scholar and author

liTHE BATTLE FOR GOD"
TUESDAY, OCT. 4
7p.m: (Doors open
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Bravely defending BSU

Fight. cdutagebftSlYi{tlr.·B(jlse··'State· ,.....
,
Success and honor make her great

at 6 p.m.)

STUDENT UNIONJORDAN
BALLROOM
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
FREE: No tickets required

Bom<~HATE

RADIO
For more information, please visit http://news.boisestate.edu/dls

Boise's proud tradition

((Heads up" competition

Glory for BSU!
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The ,Toilet Bowl:
a BSU tradition
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
AssIstant sports edItor

l

At this university, generally void of long-lasting traditions,
one event has been a staple: the "Toilet Bowl."
The Toilet Bowl is an annual flag football tournament that
has existed since the. 1950s. The event this year will be on the
Monday of Homecoming Week (TODAY!)from around 4 p.m. to
10 p.m.
The tournament is played on the blue at Bronco stadium. The
event is free and fans can watch from the stands, or try to fit onto
the sidelines.
The event was initially a competition between two fraternities
playing for a keg of beer. Needless to say the event has grown.
More than 200 participants on 16 teams will vie for the 2005 title.
It is a single elimination tournament. Each game has two 15minute halves, with a running clock and a five-minute halftime.
The clock does stop on out-of-bound plays and incomplete passes in the final five minutes ofthe game. The games are officiated
and the winners don't get a keg of beer, but a long-sleeve shirt
and the camaraderie ofthe sport.
This year's Toilet Bowl will have a special significance as the
Intercollegiate Knights (the founders ofthe Toilet Bowl from the
1950's)will award the 2005 champions after the competition. The 2004 champions, Scrubs, will not be in the event this year,
but the runners-up to the Scrubs, Vance's Army, will return and
is expected to be a favorite.
Landon Stroebel is the captain of The Orange Peels, which
consists mostly oflacrosse players.
''We definitely will come to play," Stroebel said. "We have a lot
of really good athletes and a lot of girls too, because girl athletes

AHBlTEH FILE PH

Casey Klossen left holds for Scrubs kicker Ty:lerGustafson In the 2004 ToHet Bowl. The Scrubs won the
championship '34-24. The toilet, right, Is the offiCial trophy for the 50-plus year old ToHet Bowl tradition.

are good too."
.
The event is cooed and requires a balance of male and female
players on each team.
The Orange Peels has 14players on its roster.The tournament
is an eight-on-eight game, butteamsare allowed to play with six
players, as long as the team is equally gendered.
Stroebel played two years ago in the Toilet Bowl, and believes
it contributes to Homecoming Week.
"It's cool to have some traditions like this," he said. "It gets
everybody excited and that is a good thing for Boise
State."
Stephen Kessinger, captain of the Porcelain Pirates,
participated last year. His team fell to the Scrubs.
Kessinger said he was having a little trouble with
keeping a full team, as players drop out due to scheduling problems, but he is still confident in his team.
"It's a lot of fun to go out there with your friends,"
Kessinger said. "It's fun for the competition. There
isn't a ton of people who come out there, but you recognize people around campus. BSUdoesn't have a lot.
"
oftraditions, but this is one ofthe classics. It's good to
be involved in the traditions."
As far as the actual competition is concerned,
Kessinger and his Pirates intend to contend for the
championship.
"We expect to have a pretty tough team," he said,
"It's pretty laid back. There gets to be a little pressure,
'"..-v..
some folks getting a little hot under the collar, and
some teams you end up butt in' heads with, but usually it's laid back."
Shelley Hopkins is a freshman on theBSU lacrosse
team, but said that the majority ofher team is from her

all-girls floor in Chaffee Hall - that is until they found out they
had to have an equal amount of boys on the team; so, they did
some recruiting and found some fellas to tag along. Her Teddy
Grahms consist of about 12players.
•
. "I think it's going to be really fun," Hopkins, a Treasure Valle'
native said. "Most of us are freshmen. It'll be a great experience,
being on the Smurf Thrf, playing against other students. We're
a real passionate team. We're looking forward to kicking some
butt."
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breolclast!
Contact the Volunteer Sewices Boord for more information_ .

Wednesday,
Octobel' 5

Monday,

October J

3-10 pm at Bronco Stadium. Contact the Student Recreation
Center for sign-up information. Space is limited!

5:30 pm at the Student Union Bock Patio.
Use your Bronco Bucks! All othelS just $5!

Thursday,
OctQbei~6•

Friday,
8:30·11 :30 pm Boise Centre on the Grove featuring the music of
Highstreet Tickets $5 per couple with student ID, $20generol.

October!

Saturday,

OctoberS

Food, music and festivities 2-6 pm at the Alumni Center.

0«

Kick
6:05 p.m. See the Student ilion Info Desk for your
one free student ticket by Friday at 5pm.· Supplies ate limited!
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For more information
call20S-426-INFO

